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Switzerland for WOC 2023

“What a motivation to perform 
at top-level in a home WOC.”
Simona Aebersold

“
at top-level in a home WOC.

Simona Aebersold



Host region Flims

WOC  in Switzerland would take place in the tourist region 
of Flims. Not only is Flims famous for its fantastic views, sites 
and opportunities, but it also offers one of the best orienteering 
terrains in Switzerland formed by a landslide   years ago. 

Flims hosted the Swiss-O-Week  with  
competitors rom  nations and is ready for new 
challenges. In , WOC will be combined with 
the Swiss-O-Week. 

WOC 2023 – a unique opportunity

The Swiss Orienteering Federation is keen to offer a memorable 
orienteering week with exciting competitions and is preparing 
the bid based on 
›› an attractive set-up for the WOC competitions
›› a large range of fantastic and various terrains for the compe-
 titions, all reachable directly rom Flims within short time
›› a host region offering accommodation and inrastructure 

to match every budget
›› making Orienteering visible at the arena and on TV 

with new technologies
›› combine watching the world’s elite, 

running in the same terrains at Swiss-
O-Week  and enjoying holidays 
in an attractive tourist destination.

Switzerland: reliable 
organizer of top-class events

Swiss Orienteering has carried out all kind of IOF 
high-level events and is a very experienced organizer:
›› World Championships 2012 in the Olympic city of Lausanne
›› European Championships 201 in Ticino
›› JWOC 201 in the well-known Engadine valley with 

live TV coverage
›› Annual World Cup Finals in the last  years: Well known 
 for its terrific atmosphere and the unique promotion.

The IOF believes in the long tradition of organising top-quality 
events – Switzerland is a designated partner of the new 
World Cup which shall be implemented in the next years. 



Welcome to Switzerland 2023

“I am convinced that the world-
champions-to-be in WOC 2023 in Flims 
will experience the same amazing 
atmosphere as I did in Lausanne 2012.”
Matthias Kyburz
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Have a good time in Flims!

[ [Our concept guarantees high level orienteering for  
the athletes in WOC and Swiss-O-Week. For the 
spectators in the arena, online, in TV, for media and 
guests we will make the excitement of the WOC 
competitions come alive with the implementation 
of new technologies.


